(3/12/18 modifications to WAQTC Private Sector Qualification Contacts)

**Beginning in 2018, Please complete WAQTC PERFORMANCE tests before scheduling WRITTEN tests.**

Private Sector WAQTC Performance Test contacts:

Evelyn Voliva  
evoliva@alaskatestlab.com  
907-205-1987  
Alaska Testlab – 4040 B Street, Anchorage, AK 99503  
$105/hr. Schedule 2 weeks in advance (November 1 – May 1) Summer, evening, weekend, and expedited testing are subject to limited availability and higher rate.

Candace S. Rovito  
candace@emcalaska.com  
907-631-6047  
EMC Engineering, LLC – 5886 E Shop Circle, Palmer, AK 99645  
$105/hr. Schedule at least one week in advance. No night or weekend testing. Summer and expedited testing may be available at a higher rate.

Ryan McCormick  
RMcCormick@RMconsult.com  
907-646-9672  
R&M Consulting Inc – 9330 Vanguard Dr. STE 101, Anchorage AK, 99507  
$105/hr. Schedule at least one week in advance. Summer, weekend, evening and expedited testing may be accommodated at a higher rate.

Expected time requirements per module:
Concrete (CTT) : 2-4 hrs.  
Aggregate (AgTT), Embankment (EBTT), In-place density (DTT) : 4-6 hours  
Asphalt (AsTT) up to 6-8 hours  
(NOTE: Times to complete the performance exams are highly dependent on the skill and experience of the Testing Technician.)

After successful completion of the Performance Exam, please schedule Written Exam.

**WAQTC Written Exams**

Dan Gettman  
Daniel.gettman@alaska.gov  
907-269-6248  
Statewide Design And Engineering Services - 5800 E. Tudor Rd, Anchorage, AK 99507.  
No charge

Upon successful completion of both the written and performance exams, a WAQTC qualification number will be assigned and the qualified technician will be listed on the Alphabetical and Numerical WAQTC Qualified Technicians lists located on the SW Materials Resources web page.

**QUESTIONS:** Please call Dan Gettman, Statewide WAQTC Coordinator, at 907-269-6248